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Abstract

We present a novel feature adaptation scheme based on temporal difference learning for the problem of prediction. The scheme suitably combines aspects of exploitation and exploration by (a) finding the worst basis vector in the feature matrix at each stage and replacing it with the current best estimate of the normalized value function, and (b) replacing the second worst basis vector with another vector chosen randomly that would result in a new subspace of basis vectors getting picked. We
apply our algorithm to a problem of prediction in traffic signal control and observe good performance over two different network settings.
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### 23.1 INTRODUCTION

Markov decision process (MDP) [3, 4, 22] is a general framework for solving stochastic control problems. Classical solution approaches for MDP such as policy and value iteration solve the associated control problem precisely by identifying an optimal action to pick in each state. These approaches typically suffer from two major problems: (a) they require precise knowledge of the transition probabilities i.e., the system model, and (b) the amount of computation required to obtain a solution using these approaches grows exponentially with the size of the state and/or action space. Reinforcement learning (RL) [7], [5], [25] provides efficient solutions for both problems above. Many RL algorithms are incremental update stochastic approximation algorithms that work directly with real or simulated data. These algorithms make use of the averaging property of stochastic approximation as a result of which they work efficiently even when the system transition model is not known. For problems where the cardinality of the state/action space is so large that precise solutions cannot be obtained easily, one resorts to certain approximation methods. Often the value function is approximated as a function of certain parameter(s). The functional form of the approximator is also called an architecture. Architectures based on linear func-
tion approximators have been well studied in the literature because algorithms such as temporal difference (TD) learning [24] have been shown convergent when linear architectures are used [26], [27]. Here the value of a given state is approximated using the scalar product of the parameter vector with the feature associated with the state. The feature usually quantifies important state attributes. On the other hand, TD with nonlinear function approximators has been seen to diverge in some cases.

An important problem that we address in this paper is to design an efficient scheme to adaptively select the ‘best features’ when linear function approximation is used.

The problem of feature adaptation has been studied recently for problems of prediction as well as control. In [18], features are assumed parameterized and the problem considered is one of finding the optimum feature parameter when TD learning is used. Two algorithms, one based on a gradient approach and the other based on a cross entropy method are then presented for tuning the feature parameter. Certain generalizations of the parameterized basis adaptation approach of [18] have been presented in [29]. The basis adaptation scheme there involves low order calculations. In [15], a procedure based on state aggregation and neighborhood component analysis is used for constructing basis functions assuming a linear approximation architecture. In [8], Krylov subspace basis functions, involving powers of the transition probability matrix of the associated Markov chain are used. Noisy samples of the basis functions are obtained as they cannot be computed exactly. In [17], a Laurent series expansion of the value function is used for basis construction. Another interesting work is [23] where through a recursive procedure, an ‘ideal’ basis function that is a representative of the value function is obtained. Whereas the above
references deal with basis adaptation for the problem of prediction, in [13], the problem of control with adaptive bases is considered. Multiscale actor-critic algorithms are developed where on the ‘slowest’ timescale, the feature parameters are updated. Algorithms based on TD error, mean square Bellman error and mean square projected Bellman error are presented there. All of the above works consider features to be parameterized and the goal in these references is to find optimal parameters and thus the optimal features within the specific parameterized feature classes. In [20], feature adaptation for a problem of prediction is considered. Unlike in the above references, the basis functions there are not assumed parameterized. The Bellman error is included as an additional basis in each iteration, thereby increasing the dimension of the subspace at each iteration. In [14], an a priori approximation of the value function based on a simplified model as one of the features has been considered. In [1], an approach that makes use of both state aggregation and linear function approximation is presented. While the feature matrix is kept fixed there, state aggregation is done adaptively on a slower timescale using estimates of the approximate value function. In this case, one obtains locally optimal state clusters asymptotically.

In this paper, we propose a new algorithm for feature adaptation. We consider the problem of prediction (i.e., estimating the value function corresponding to a given policy) under the infinite horizon discounted cost criterion and employ the TD learning scheme with linear function approximation for this purpose. We let all feature components to take values only between 0 and 1. Upon convergence of the TD scheme for a fixed set of features, we consider the converged weights in the weight vector (i.e., the parameter whose scalar product with the state-feature approximates
the value of that state). We then replace two of the columns of the feature matrix that correspond to the two smallest components of the weight vector as follows. The column of the feature matrix corresponding to the smallest component of the weight vector is replaced by the most recent estimate of the value function (suitably normalized so that all its entries are between 0 and 1) obtained after running the TD scheme for a given large number of iterations using the feature matrix of the previous step, while the column corresponding to the second smallest component of the weight vector is replaced by independent and uniformly generated random numbers between 0 and 1. Thus while the worst performer (amongst the columns of the feature matrix) is replaced by the normalized value function estimate, the second-worst performer is replaced with a random search direction to aid in exploration of better features and thereby a better subspace than the previous. The remaining columns of the feature matrix are left unchanged. The TD algorithm is then run again with the new feature matrix and the process repeated.

As an application setting, we consider the problem of estimating the value of a policy in a problem of traffic signal control [21]. The general control problem in this domain is to obtain a policy for signal switching across various sign configurations so that traffic flow is maximized and levels of congestion and hence delays at the traffic junctions are minimized. In [21], Q-learning with function approximation for a given feature matrix is applied for this problem. By keeping the optimal policy (obtained from the Q-learning algorithm in [21]) corresponding to the original feature matrix fixed, we apply our algorithm for feature adaptation and observe consistent improvement in performance over “episodes” during each of which the feature ma-
trix is held fixed and TD is applied. We study the performance of our scheme on two different network settings and observe performance improvements in both.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 23.2, we give the framework. The feature adaptation scheme is presented in Section 23.3. In Section 23.4, we present a partial analysis of the convergence behaviour of our scheme. In Section 23.5, the results of numerical experiments in the traffic signal control setting are shown. Finally, Section 23.6 presents the concluding remarks.

23.2 THE FRAMEWORK

An MDP is a stochastic process \( \{X_n\} \) taking values in a set \( S \) (called the state space) that is governed by a control sequence \( \{Z_n\} \). Let \( A(i) \) be the set of feasible controls or actions in state \( i \) and \( A \triangleq \cup_{i \in S} A(i) \) be the set of all actions or the action space. We assume that both \( S \) and \( A \) are finite sets. The process \( \{X_n\} \) satisfies the controlled Markov property

\[
P(X_{n+1} = j \mid X_m, Z_m, m \leq n) = p(X_n, Z_n, j) \text{ a.s.,}
\]

where \( p : S \times A \times S \to [0, 1] \) is a given function for which \( \sum_{j \in S} p(i, a, j) = 1 \), \( \forall a \in A(i), i \in S \).

A policy is a decision rule for selecting actions. We call the sequence \( \hat{\pi} \triangleq \{\mu_0, \mu_1, \ldots\} \) of maps \( \mu_n : S \to A \) an admissible policy when \( \mu_n(i) \in A(i) \) \( \forall i \in S \). In other words, each map \( \mu_n \) in an admissible policy assigns feasible controls to any state. When \( \mu_n \equiv \mu, \forall n \geq 0 \), where \( \mu \) is independent of \( n \), we call \( \hat{\pi} \) or by abuse of notation, \( \mu \) itself a stationary deterministic policy (SDP).
In what follows, we consider the MDP $\{X_n\}$ to be governed by a given (fixed) SDP $\mu$. In such a case $\{X_n\}$ is in fact a Markov chain taking values in $S$. Let $c(i,a)$ denote the single-stage cost when the Markov chain is in state $i$ and action $a$ is picked. Given $\gamma \in (0,1)$, let

$$V^\mu(i) = E \left[ \sum_{m=0}^{\infty} \gamma^m c(X_m, \mu(X_m)) \mid X_0 = i \right]$$

(23.1)

denote the value function under SDP $\mu$ when the initial state of $\{X_n\}$ is $i$. The value function can be obtained by solving the system of equations

$$V^\mu(i) = c(i, \mu(i)) + \gamma \sum_{j \in S} p(i, \mu(i), j)V^\mu(j), \; i \in S,$$

(23.2)
or in vector notation,

$$V^\mu = c^\mu + \gamma P^\mu V^\mu,$$

(23.3)

where $P^\mu = [[p(i, \mu(i), j)]_{i,j \in S}$ is the transition probability matrix of $\{X_n\}$, $c^\mu = (c(i, \mu(i)), i \in S)^T$ is the vector of single-stage costs, and $V^\mu = (V^\mu(i), i \in S)^T$ is the vector of ‘values’ over individual states respectively, under policy $\mu$. The system of equations (23.3) yield the solution

$$V^\mu = (I - \gamma P^\mu)^{-1}c^\mu,$$

(23.4)

where $I$ denotes the $(|S| \times |S|)$–identity matrix. When the size of the state space $(|S|)$ is large, obtaining the inverse of the matrix $(I - \gamma P^\mu)$ is computationally hard. An alternative is to solve (23.3) using a value iteration procedure. However, since (23.3) corresponds to a linear system of $|S|$ equations, one expects such a procedure to be slow as well for large $|S|$.
Another problem in using a purely numerical approach is that in most real life situations, the transition probabilities \( p(i, \mu(i), j), i, j \in S \) are in fact not known. A way out is to use a combination of value function approximation (via a so-called approximation architecture) and stochastic approximation. The former helps to make the computational complexity manageable while the latter helps to learn the (approximated) value function with only real or simulated measurements and without any knowledge of the transition probabilities.

We approximate \( V^\mu(j) \approx \phi(j)^T \theta \), where \( \phi(j) = (\phi_1(j), \ldots, \phi_d(j))^T \) is a \( d \)-dimensional feature associated with state \( i \). Also, \( \theta = (\theta(1), \ldots, \theta(d))^T \) is an associated parameter. Let \( \Phi \) denote the \( |S| \times d \) feature matrix with \( \phi(j)^T, j \in S \), as its rows. Thus \( \Phi = [\phi_k(s)]_{k=1,\ldots,d, s \in S} \). Let \( \phi_k \triangleq (\phi_k(s), s \in S)^T \) denote the \( k \)th column of \( \Phi, k \in \{1, \ldots, d\} \).

We make the following assumptions.

**Assumption 1** The Markov chain \( \{X_n\} \) under SDP \( \mu \) is irreducible.

**Assumption 2** The \( d \) columns of the matrix \( \Phi \), i.e., \( \phi_1, \ldots, \phi_d \) are linearly independent. Further, \( d \leq |S| \).

From Assumption 1, \( \{X_n\} \) is also positive recurrent (since \(|S| < \infty\)). Let \( d^\mu(i), i \in S \) be the stationary distribution of \( \{X_n\} \) under policy \( \mu \). Further, let \( D^\mu \) be a diagonal matrix with entries \( d^\mu(i), i \in S \) along the diagonal. The regular TD(0) algorithm is as follows:

**The TD(0) Learning Algorithm**
\[ \theta_{n+1} = \theta_n + a(n) \delta_n \phi(X_n), \]  

(23.5)

where \( \delta_n \) is the *temporal difference term* that is defined according to

\[ \delta_n = (c(X_n, \mu(X_n)) + \gamma \phi(X_{n+1})^T \theta_n - \phi(X_n)^T \theta_n), \quad n \geq 0. \]

Further, \( a(n), n \geq 0 \) is a sequence of step-sizes that satisfy

\[ \sum_n a(n) = \infty, \quad \sum_n a^2(n) < \infty. \]  

(23.6)

The parameter \( \theta_n \) is \( d \)-dimensional and has components (say) \( \theta_n(1), \ldots, \theta_n(d) \). Thus, \( \theta_n = (\theta_n(1), \ldots, \theta_n(d))^T \). The algorithm (23.5) is called the temporal difference learning (TD(0)) algorithm for the discounted cost case and has been analyzed for its convergence in a more general setting (TD(\( \lambda \)) with \( \lambda \in [0, 1] \)) in [26]. The average cost version of this algorithm has also been analyzed in [27, 9].

It can be shown (see [26]) that the TD(0) algorithm (23.5) converges according to \( \theta_n \rightarrow \theta^* \) with probability one, as \( n \rightarrow \infty \), where

\[ \theta^* \triangleq (\theta_*^1, \ldots, \theta_*^d)^T = (\Phi^\top D^\mu (\gamma P^\mu - I) \Phi)^{-1} \Phi^\top D^\mu \epsilon^\mu. \]

In the next section, we describe our feature adaptation scheme.

**23.3 THE FEATURE ADAPTATION SCHEME**

We let all entries of the feature matrix \( \Phi \) to take values between 0 and 1. Recall that we approximate \( V^\mu(i) \approx \phi(i)^T \theta \). Thus, \( V^\mu = (V^\mu(1), \ldots, V^\mu(|S|))^T \) can be...
Approximated as
\[ V^\mu \approx \Phi \theta = \begin{bmatrix} \sum_{j=1}^d \phi_j (1) \theta_j \\ \sum_{j=1}^d \phi_j (2) \theta_j \\ \cdot \\ \cdot \\ \sum_{j=1}^d \phi_j (|S|) \theta_j \end{bmatrix}. \]

Alternatively, note that
\[ V^\mu \approx \sum_{j=1}^d \phi_j \theta_j. \]

We run the algorithm using a nested loop sequence with the outer loop being run for a total of \( R \) iterations. The feature matrix is updated in the outer loop procedure. In between two successive updates of the outer loop, i.e., for a fixed feature matrix update, the inner loop comprising of TD recursions is run for a given (large) number \( M \) of iterates in order to obtain a final parameter corresponding to the aforementioned feature matrix (update). We call each such \( M \)-iterate run of TD for a given feature matrix an episode. Thus our scheme is run for a total of \( R \) episodes. The feature adaptation scheme is described in detail below:

**The Feature Adaptation Scheme:**

- **Step 0 (Initialize):** Select a \(|S| \times d\) feature matrix \( \Phi^0 \) with columns \( \phi^0_j = (\phi^0_j (s), s \in S)^T, j = 1, \ldots, d \). Let \( \Phi^0 \) have all its entries between 0 and 1 and let it satisfy Assumption 2. Set \( r := 0 \) and \( n := 0 \), respectively. Set \( V^{\mu, 0}_0 = 0 \) to be the initial estimate of the value function. Let \( \bar{V}^{\mu, 0}_0 = 0 \) be the initial estimate of the normalized value function. Also set \( M \) and \( R \) to be given large integers. Set \( \theta^0_0 \) as the initial parameter value.
• Step 1: Let $\Phi^r$ denote the feature matrix during the $r$th step of the algorithm. The $(n+1)$st update of TD in the $r$th step of the algorithm is given as follows:
\[
\theta^r_{n+1} = \theta^r_n + a(n)\delta^r_n \phi^r(X_n),
\]  
(23.7)
where $a(n), n \geq 0$ satisfy (23.6) and $\delta^r_n, n \geq 0$ are defined according to
\[
\delta^r_n = (c(X_n, \mu(X_n)) + \gamma \phi^r(X_{n+1})^T \theta^r_n - \phi^r(X_n)^T \theta^r_n).
\]
Set $n := n + 1$. If $n = M - 1$, set $V^\mu_r = \Phi^r \theta^r_M$, and go to Step 2; else repeat Step 1.

• Step 2: Let $\theta^r_M \triangleq (\theta^r_{M,1}, \ldots, \theta^r_{M,d})^T$. Find $\theta^r_{M,k}, \theta^r_{M,l}, k, l \in \{1, \ldots, d\}, k \neq l$ such that
\[
\theta^r_{M,k} \leq \theta^r_{M,l} \leq \theta^r_{M,j} \forall j \in \{1, \ldots, d, j \neq k, j \neq l\}.
\]
(Any tie is resolved according to some prescribed rule). Obtain a new feature matrix $\Phi^{r+1}$ as follows: First normalize $V^\mu_M$ (by first letting any negative component to be zero and then dividing every component by one with the largest value) to obtain $\tilde{V}^\mu_M$. Thus, all entries of $\tilde{V}^\mu_M$ lie between 0 and 1. Set $\phi^r_k := \tilde{V}^\mu_M$. Next obtain $\phi^r_l$ by picking all its entries independently according to the uniform distribution on $[0, 1]$. Retain the remaining columns in the $\Phi^{r+1}$ matrix from the matrix $\Phi^r$ itself, i.e., set $\phi^r_i := \phi^r_i$ for all $i \in \{1, \ldots, d\}$ with $i \neq k, l$. Set $\Phi^{r+1}$ to be the matrix with columns $\phi^{r+1}_j$, $j = 1, \ldots, d$. Set $r := r + 1$. If $r < R$, go to Step 1; else go to Step 3.

• Step 3 (Termination): Output $\theta^R_M$ as the final parameter value and $V^{\mu,R}_M = \Phi^R \theta^R_M$ as the corresponding value function estimate.
We summarize the notation used with regards to the value function below (as this will also be used in the convergence analysis):

- \( V^\mu \): exact value function under policy \( \mu \),

- \( V^\mu_{n,r} = \Phi^r \theta^r_n \): estimate of the value function at the \( r \)th iterate of algorithm after the \( n \)th run of Step 1 \((M \geq n \geq 0)\),

- \( V^\mu_{M,r} = \Phi^r \theta^r_M \): estimate of the value function after completion of Step 1 during the \( r \)th iterate of algorithm \((i.e., with n = M)\),

- \( V^\mu_{*,r} = \Phi^r \theta^r_* \): estimate of the value function from Step 1 of algorithm at the \( r \)th iterate if Step 1 was run until convergence of TD, \( i.e., where \theta^r_* = \lim_{M \to \infty} \theta^r_M \) with probability one,

- \( \bar{V}^\mu_{M,r} \): normalized estimate of value function after completion of Step 1 during the \( r \)th iterate of algorithm,

- \( \tilde{V}^\mu_{r} \): projection of \( V^\mu \) to \( S_r \).

Note above that we obtain the normalized value function \( \bar{V}^\mu_{M,r} \) at each iterate \( r \) of the algorithm only after termination of Step 1 on that iterate. Convergence of the TD scheme for a given feature matrix \( \Phi^r \), as \( M \to \infty \), has been shown in the literature \cite{26}, \cite{7} under the weighted Euclidean norm \( \| \cdot \|_{D^\mu} \) defined according to

\[
\| x \|_{D^\mu} = \sqrt{x^\top D^\mu x},
\]
for any $x \in \mathcal{R}^{|S|}$. Let $S_r, r = 1, 2, \ldots$ denote the subspace

$$
S_r = \{ \Phi^r \theta \mid \theta \in \mathcal{R}^d \}.
$$

Let $\tilde{V}_r^\mu$ represent the best approximation to the value function $V^\mu$ within the subspace $S_r$. This is obtained by simply projecting $V^\mu$ to $S_r$. Note that TD (or for that matter any other algorithm that operates only within the subspace $S_r$) does not in general converge to $\tilde{V}_r^\mu$. In fact the parameters $\theta_n^r, n \geq 0$ obtained from TD, see Step 1 of the feature adaptation scheme (above), converge to $\theta^r_r$ almost surely where

$$
\theta^r_r = (\Phi^r \mathbb{T} D^\mu (\gamma P^\mu - I) \Phi^r)^{-1} \Phi^r \mathbb{T} D^\mu c^\mu.
$$

This would correspond to a value function estimate of $V^{\mu,r}_M = \Phi^r \theta^r_M$ which is not the same as $\tilde{V}_r^\mu$ even though both $V^{\mu,r}_M$ and $\tilde{V}_r^\mu$ are vectors in the subspace $S_r$. Since we run TD for a fixed number $M$ of instants during each visit of the algorithm to Step 1, the estimate of the value function as given by TD after the $r$th cycle (of $M$ iterates) is $V^{\mu,r}_M = \Phi^r \theta^r_M$. By choosing $M$ sufficiently large, one can bring down the difference between $V^{\mu,r}_M$ and $V^{\mu,r}_M$.

The key idea behind our adaptation scheme is the following: Since one replaces the ‘worst basis vector’ by the current best estimate of the value function and the ‘next-to-worst basis vector’ by uniformly generated random numbers, one ensures that (a) the best linear combination of the basis functions in the current subspace is retained while (b) in addition, the scheme does a random exploration in order to find a potentially better subspace than the current. As our experiments demonstrate, it is indeed seen to be the case that our adaptive scheme results in significant performance improvement.
Remark 1 One possible variation is to pick new basis vectors from a prespecified overcomplete basis. These vectors could be sparsely represented. Nevertheless, the running estimate of the value function need not have a sparse representation. Thus the algorithm stores all but one sparse vectors, thus saving on storage.

Remark 2 Another possible tweak is to perform a Gram-Schmidt step on each new independent basis vector picked relative to the rest and replace it by the unit normal vector thus obtained. While this is aesthetically more pleasing and will avoid certain ‘low probability’ pathologies, it has a computational overhead. We did not use this tweak in our experiments as we obtained good results regardless.

Remark 3 A good error estimate for fixed point of a projected linear contraction relative to fixed point of the contraction itself, that holds with ‘high probability’ under certain dimensionality requirements on the range of the projection, is given in [2].

In the next section, we give a partial analysis of the convergence behaviour of our feature adaptation scheme.

23.4 CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS

We first introduce some notation. Let $U$ denote the unit sphere in $\mathbb{R}^{|S|}$. Since we normalize the basis vectors, they can be identified with points in $U$. Let $V^\perp$ denote the subspace of $\mathbb{R}^{|S|}$ orthogonal to $V^\mu$ (recall that $V^\mu$ is the true value function). Let $B \subset U$ denote the $\epsilon$-neighborhood of $V^\perp \cap U$ in $U$ for a small $\epsilon > 0$. Let $D$ denote the $\epsilon$-neighborhood of $V^\mu$. Let $\Pi_r$ denote the projection to $\text{Range}(\Phi^r)$. 
Then $\hat{V}_r^\mu = \Pi_r (V^\mu)$. Let $\Psi : \mathcal{R}^{|S|} \times \mathcal{R}^{|S|} \to \mathcal{R}^{|S|}$ denote the map

$$\Psi(x, y) := \frac{x - \langle x, y/\|y\| \rangle y/\|y\|}{\|x - \langle x, y/\|y\| \rangle y/\|y\|\|},$$

i.e., the component of $x$ orthogonal to $y$, normalized to have unit norm. Let

$$\beta_r = \frac{\|V^\mu - \hat{V}_r^\mu\|}{\|V^\mu - \hat{V}_r^\mu\|}.$$

We have the following lemma.

**Lemma 1**

(a) $\beta_r \in \left[1, \frac{1}{1 - \gamma}\right]$ \(\forall r \geq 0\).

(b) For $\beta_r$ close to one (for any \(r \geq 0\)), \(V_s^{\mu,r} \approx \hat{V}_r^\mu\).

**Proof:** (a) It is easy to see that the vectors $V^\mu - V_s^{\mu,r}$, $V^\mu - \hat{V}_r^\mu$ and $\hat{V}_r^\mu - V_s^{\mu,r}$ form a right angle triangle with $V^\mu - V_s^{\mu,r}$ as the hypotenuse. Further, $V^\mu - \hat{V}_r^\mu$ and $\hat{V}_r^\mu - V_s^{\mu,r}$ form a right angle with $\hat{V}_r^\mu - V_s^{\mu,r}$ being a vector within the subspace $S_r$ and $V^\mu - \hat{V}_r^\mu$ being orthogonal to $S_r$. Thus,

$$\|V^\mu - V_s^{\mu,r}\| \geq \|V^\mu - \hat{V}_r^\mu\|,$$

implying that $\beta_r \geq 1 \\forall r \geq 0$. Further, from Lemma 6 of [26], we also obtain that

$$\|V^\mu - V_s^{\mu,r}\| \leq \frac{1}{(1 - \gamma)} \|V^\mu - \hat{V}_r^\mu\|.$$

Thus we also have $\beta_r \leq \frac{1}{1 - \gamma} \\forall r \geq 0$.

(b) By the Pythagorean theorem, we have

$$\|V^\mu - V_s^{\mu,r}\|^2 = \|V^\mu - \hat{V}_r^\mu\|^2 + \|\hat{V}_r^\mu - V_s^{\mu,r}\|^2. \quad (23.8)$$

From (23.8), we obtain

$$\beta_r^2 = 1 + \frac{\|\hat{V}_r^\mu - V_s^{\mu,r}\|^2}{\|V^\mu - \hat{V}_r^\mu\|^2},$$
or that
\[ \parallel \hat{V}_r^\mu - V_s^\mu,r \parallel = \sqrt{\beta_r^2 - 1} \parallel V^\mu - \hat{V}_r^\mu \parallel \]
\[ \leq 2K \sqrt{\beta_r^2 - 1}, \]

where \( K \) is an upper bound on \( \parallel V^\mu \parallel \). Thus if \( \beta_r \) is close to one, we have that \( V_s^\mu,r \approx \hat{V}_r^\mu \).

Now let \( \nu > 0 \) be such that \( \parallel \hat{V}_r^\mu - V_s^\mu,r \parallel < \nu \). Let \( \alpha > 0 \) be such that if \( V \notin D \) and \( z \notin B \) is a unit vector, then for \( \Pi' := \text{projection onto} \ Range(\Phi^r) \) and \( \Pi'' := \text{projection onto} \ span(Range(\Phi^r) \cup \{z\}) \), we have
\[ \parallel V - \Pi''(V) \parallel \leq \parallel V - \Pi'(V) \parallel - \alpha. \]

Next, we will consider the actual error \( \parallel V_M^{\mu,r} - V^\mu \parallel \) and show that it decreases on the average as \( r \) is increased when \( M \) is large enough. We have the following result.

**Theorem 23.1** \( \exists \alpha_0 > 0 \) and \( M_0 > 0 \) such that for \( \alpha > \alpha_0 \), and \( M \geq M_0 \),
\[ E[\parallel V_M^{\mu,r+1} - V^\mu \parallel] < E[\parallel V_M^{\mu,r} - V^\mu \parallel]. \]

**Proof:** Note that because of the finite (\( M \)) step termination of the TD update in between two successive updates of the feature matrix, the quantity \( V_M^{\mu,r} \) is random for any given \( r \geq 0 \). The dynamics of \( \{V_M^{\mu,r}, r \geq 0\} \) can be described according to
\[ V_M^{\mu,r+1} = V_s^{\mu,r+1} + \eta((V_M^{\mu,r}, \xi_{r+1}), \zeta_{r+1}), \]
where:
1. the i.i.d. variables \( \{\xi_r\} \) denote the new basis vectors being inducted,

2. \( \zeta_{r+1} \) captures the random inputs of the algorithm with the fixed basis, between the \( r \)th and \( (r + 1) \)th basis change, and,

3. \( \eta_{r+1} := \eta(V_{M}^{\mu,r}, \xi_{r+1}) = V_{M}^{\mu,r+1} - V_{s}^{\mu,r+1} \) is the error due to inexact convergence (because of the finite run of TD).

Let \( \chi_r := V_{s}^{\mu,r} - \tilde{V}_{s}^\mu \). Further, as before, let \( K \) be an upper bound on \( \| V^\mu \| \). Note that by Corollary 14, Chapter 4 of [10], \( \exists M_0 \) such that for \( M \geq M_0 \), \( \eta_{r+1} \) can be bounded by a given \( \kappa > 0 \) with probability \( 1 - \delta, \delta > 0 \) prescribed. Let

\[
A_r = \{ \Psi(\xi_{r+1}, V_{M}^{\mu,r}) \in B \},
\]

\[
C_r = \{ \| \eta_{r+1} \| \geq \kappa \}.
\]

Then for \( \epsilon_1 > P(A_r) \), we have

\[
E[\| V_{M}^{\mu,r+1} - V^\mu \|] \leq E[\| V_{s}^{\mu,r+1} - V^\mu \|] + E[\| \eta_{r+1} \|]
\]

\[
\leq E[\| \tilde{V}_{r+1}^\mu - V^\mu \|] + E[\| \chi_{r+1} \|] + E[\| \eta_{r+1} \|]
\]

\[
\leq E[\| \tilde{V}_{r+1}^\mu - V^\mu \| I_{A_r}] + E[\| \chi_{r+1} \| I_{A_r}] + E[\| \eta_{r+1} \|]
\]

\[
+ E[\| \chi_{r+1} \|] + E[\| \eta_{r+1} \|]
\]

\[
\leq E[\| \tilde{V}_{r}^\mu - V^\mu \|] - \alpha + 2\epsilon_1 K + E[\| \chi_{r+1} \|] + E[\| \eta_{r+1} \|]
\]

\[
\leq E[\| V_{M}^{\mu,r} - V^\mu \|] - \alpha + 2\epsilon_1 K + E[\| \chi_{r} \|] + E[\| \eta_{r} \|]
\]

\[
+ E[\| \chi_{r+1} \|] + E[\| \eta_{r+1} \|]
\]

\[
\leq E[\| V_{M}^{\mu,r} - V^\mu \|] - \alpha + 2((\epsilon_1 + \delta)K + (1 - \delta)\kappa + \nu).
\]
Let $\alpha_0 := 2((\epsilon_1 + \delta)K + (1 - \delta)\kappa + \nu)$. Then for $\alpha > \alpha_0$,

$$E[\|V_{M}^{\mu,r+1} - V_{M}^{\mu}\|] < E[\|V_{M}^{\mu,r} - V_{M}^{\mu}\|].$$

Further, $\alpha > \alpha_0$ will hold if $\delta, \nu, \kappa, \epsilon_1$ are sufficiently small and $V_{M}^{\mu,r} / D$.

From Theorem 23.1, the average norm difference between the true value function and the approximate value function to which TD(0) converges for a given set of bases decreases as the set of bases is updated after each update of the basis adaptation scheme.

### 23.5 APPLICATION TO TRAFFIC SIGNAL CONTROL

We consider the problem of traffic signal control as an application setting. The aim in general for this problem is to find an optimal policy for switching signals at traffic junctions in a road network so as to maximize flows and minimize delays. The signals that can be switched to green simultaneously form a signal configuration. Q-learning with linear function approximation has been applied for this control problem in [21]. We, however, consider the problem of adaptively tuning the feature matrix when actions are chosen according to a given policy. The policy that we use is obtained using the Q-learning algorithm from [21], i.e., after convergence of the Q-learning algorithm. We apply the feature adaptation scheme described in Section 23.3.

Consider a road network with $m \geq 1$ junctions and $N$ signalled lanes. We let the state be the vector of queue lengths on individual lanes and of the elapsed times since the signal turned red on each of those lanes that have a traffic signal (at the various
junctions). We assume that there is a central controller that receives the state information from the various lanes and based on the given policy, conveys information to the individual junctions regarding which traffic lights to switch green during a cycle. We assume no delays in the transfer of information from (to) the controller to (from) the various lanes. (Accounting for bounded delays would add another asymptotically vanishing error term – see Chapter 7 of [10].) The state at instant $n$ is the tuple 

$$s_n = (q_1(n), \ldots, q_N(n), t_1(n), \ldots, t_N(n)),$$

where $q_1(n), \ldots, q_N(n)$ are the queue lengths on each of the $N$ lanes at instant $n$. Similarly, $t_1(n), \ldots, t_N(n)$ are the elapsed times on each of the above lanes.

The actions $a_n$ correspond to the sign configurations, i.e., feasible combination of traffic lights to switch at each of the $m$ junctions in the road network. Thus, $a_n = (a_1(n), \ldots, a_m(n))$, where $a_i(n)$ is the sign configuration at junction $i$ in the time slot $n$. We only allow those sign configurations to be in the action set that are feasible and ignore all other (infeasible) sign configurations. This helps keep the computational complexity manageable.

As with [21], we allow lanes on the main road to have a higher priority than those on the side roads. This is accomplished through the form of the cost function as explained below. Let $I_p$ denote the set of lanes that are on the main road. Then the form of the cost function $c(s_n, a_n)$ is given by

$$c(s_n, a_n) = r_1 * \left( \sum_{i \in I_p} r_2 * q_i(n) + \sum_{i \notin I_p} s_2 * q_i(n) \right) + s_1 * \left( \sum_{i \in I_p} r_2 * t_i(n) + \sum_{i \notin I_p} s_2 * t_i(n) \right).$$

Here $r_i, s_i \geq 0$ are certain weights that satisfy $r_i + s_i = 1, i = 1, 2$. Further, we let $r_2 > s_2$. In our experiments, we let $r_1 = s_1 = 0.5$. Thus, we assign equal
weightage to both queue lengths and elapsed times. Further, we let $r_2 = 0.6$ and $s_2 = 0.4$, respectively. Thus, queue lengths and elapsed times for lanes on the main road are weighted more than those on the side roads. We let the discount factor $\gamma = 0.9$ in the experiments.

We consider two different road traffic networks: (a) a network with a single traffic signal junction and (b) a corridor with two traffic signal junctions. The two networks are shown in Figures 23.1 and 23.2, respectively. We implemented these network settings and our algorithm on the green light district (GLD) open source software for road traffic simulations [28].

We study the performance of our feature adaptation scheme using estimates of $E[\| V_{M}^{\mu,r} \|]$. Recall that from Theorem 23.1, the estimates $E[\| V_{M}^{\mu,r} - V^\mu \|]$ diminish with $r$. The value function $V^\mu$, however, is not available, so we use the fact that by the foregoing, $E[\| V_{M}^{\mu,r} \|]$ will tend to increase. For estimating $E[\|
Figure 23.2  A Corridor Network with Two Junctions

$V_{\mu,r}^M$, we use the sample averages of the estimates of $V_{\mu,r}^M$. As mentioned previously, we let $V_{n}^{r} = \Phi^{r} \theta_{n}^{r}$ denote the nth estimate of the value function when the feature matrix is $\Phi^{r}$. We obtain the aforementioned sample averages by running the recursion

$$Z_{n+1}^{r} = (1-a)Z_{n}^{r} + a \parallel V_{n}^{r} \parallel,$$

where for any given $r \in \{0, 1, \ldots, R-1\}$, the above recursion is run for $M$ iterations i.e., with $n \in \{0, 1, \ldots, M-1\}$. Next, the value of $r$ is updated and the above procedure repeated. Here $a$ is a small step-size that we select to be 0.001. By abuse of notation, we denote $Z_{n}^{r}$ as $Z_{m}$ in these figures where $m$ denotes the number of cycles or time instants (in absolute terms) i.e., $m \in \{0, 1, \ldots, RM-1\}$, when $Z_{m}$ is updated.

We call each group of $M$ cycles when the feature matrix $\Phi^{r}$ is held fixed for some $r$, an episode. We conducted our experiments for the cases of single-junction
Figure 23.3  Plot of $Z_m$ vs. $m$ in the Case of Single-Junction Road Network

Figure 23.4  Plot of $Z_m$ vs. $m$ after 40,000 Cycles in the Case of Single-Junction Road Network

and two-junction-corridor networks for a total of 150 episodes in each where each episode comprised of 2,500 cycles. Thus $M = 2500$ and $R = 150$ in our experiments.
Table 23.1 Performance Improvement with Feature Adaptation for the Single-Junction Road Network

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Cycle ((m))</th>
<th>(Z_m)</th>
<th>(Z_m - Z_{M-1}) ((m \geq M - 1))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2499</td>
<td>51042.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74999</td>
<td>54003.00</td>
<td>2960.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149999</td>
<td>54116.59</td>
<td>3074.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>224999</td>
<td>54260.28</td>
<td>3218.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>299999</td>
<td>54255.38</td>
<td>3213.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>374999</td>
<td>54274.72</td>
<td>3232.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the single-junction case, we show in Figure 23.3 the plot of \(Z_m\) as a function of \(m\) (the number of cycles). We observe that there is a significant improvement after the first episode which results in a steep jump in the \(Z_m\) value. In subsequent (\(r\)) iterations when the \(\Phi^r\) matrix is updated, the performance improvement continues, though in smaller steps. The improvement in performance from feature adaptation can be seen more clearly in Figure 23.4, when the values of \(Z_m\) are plotted for \(m \geq 40,000\). The value of \(Z_m\) as well as the difference \(Z_m - Z_{M-1}\) i.e., improvement in ‘\(Z_m\) performance’ in relation to its value obtained after the completion of the first episode (i.e., with the originally selected feature matrix) is shown at the end of the 30th, 60th, 90th, 120th and 150th episodes respectively, in Table 23.1. As expected, the values of \(Z_m\) are seen to consistently increase here.

Next, for the case of the two-junction corridor road network, we show a similar plot of \(Z_m\) as a function of \(m\) in Figure 23.5. Further, in Figure 23.6, we show the same plot for cycles 40,000 onwards to show performance improvement resulting
Figure 23.5  Plot of $Z_m$ vs. $m$ in the Case of Two-Junction Corridor Network

Figure 23.6  Plot of $Z_m$ vs. $m$ after 40,000 Cycles in the Case of Two-Junction Corridor Network

from feature adaptation. Similar observations as for the single-junction case hold in the case of the two-junction corridor as well.
Table 23.2  Performance Improvement with Feature Adaptation for the Two-Junction Corridor Road Network

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Cycle ( (m) )</th>
<th>( Z_m )</th>
<th>( Z_m - Z_{M-1} ) ( (m \geq M - 1) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2499</td>
<td>53480.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7499</td>
<td>53834.04</td>
<td>353.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1499</td>
<td>53985.54</td>
<td>504.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2249</td>
<td>54166.69</td>
<td>686.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2999</td>
<td>54167.99</td>
<td>687.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3749</td>
<td>54207.78</td>
<td>727.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, as before, we show in Table 23.2, the values of \( Z_m \) as well as of the difference \( Z_m - Z_{M-1} \) at the end of the 30th, 60th, 90th, 120th and 150th episodes respectively. The values of \( Z_m \) are again seen to consistently increase here as well.

23.6 CONCLUSIONS

We presented in this paper a novel online feature adaptation algorithm. We observed significant performance improvements on two different settings for a problem of traffic signal control. We considered the problem of prediction here and applied our feature adaptation scheme in conjunction with the temporal difference learning algorithm. As future work, one may consider the application of our algorithm together with other schemes such as least squares temporal difference (LSTD) learning [12], [11] and least squares policy evaluation (LSPE) [19], [6]. Moreover, one may apply a similar scheme for the problem of control, for instance, in conjunction with the actor-critic algorithms in [16] and [9].
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